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freshmen and complimenting the last college and citizens of Annapolis and,. out, stay with us. One point, first , to 

year's achletic board and the whole col- the U. S. N. the new arrivals; survivals already 
lege for its unusually high participation The St. John's passion is one of a 1 realize it: look to the Circle and Capi
in intramural sports chis last year. group ·of five composed by Bach. I to! for class. the Republic is slumming. 
The meeting was then turned over to Three of these seem to have been lost. Hollywood. we magnify thee. · 
Mr. Sasscer, manager of the athletic The Passion music of Bach is a part 

1 
The Miracle of Morgan' s Creek, at 

department, who read the names of the of the great polyphonic compositions the Circle until Sunday and then che 
winning men and teams. Medals were written during the 17th and 18th cen-1 Capitol through Tuesday, proves that 
given to members of these following turies. It. offers .brilliant and pro- sla~st1ck and sentiment still m~ke a 
teams: West Pinkney for both base- found music for v01ce and orchestra, in quite effective combinat10n. Its all 
ball and track ; Chase-Stone and Paca- simple settings which are characterized about the comic middle-western 
Ca~roll for their long-remembered tie by expression and depth in the Kockenlockers and hectic youth, and 

of the football championship ; and East rhythmatic patterns and in the sacred bas brought a flock of bad jokes in 
Pinkney was awarded for carrying off lyrics. tabloids comparing it with recent go-
both the soccer and basketball titles. I in gs-on in England. ( we can have our 

Blazers then were presented to individ- College Meetin2 , cake, etc.). Berty Hutton and Eddie 
ual men. Tennis singles, Richard v Bracken and Dina Lynn as a cynical 

The Dean opened the meeting to d 1 Th h 1 b ' h 
Maury; doubles , Richard Maury and a o escent. e eaven y 1erarc y 
Richard Harris. Badminton honors make a this ti~e. unpoetical appeal to also appears as "McGinty" and "The 
went to Stephen Benedict. Ruben the residents to refrain from destroying Boss. " whom no one seems able to 

what grass remains from the ravages of 'd ·f Th · · dd ' · " 
Marchosky was presented a blazer for i entt y. ere ism a 1t1on a pup-

d d 
the winter; to use the footpaths and to petoon." a device which has been 

squash. Boxing blazers were awar e £ecognize our temptation and meet it. di d I Th . · b · I 
to Brewer Newton, William Harris, ban e neat y. 1s one is p ys1ca -

Frank Pumphrey, as the chairman d' · h d · f 
Richard Powder, Hamilton Durning, ly 1stressmg to watc an 1s a sort o 

of the Cotillion Board. spoke concern- · · "Tl 1-b Bl k 
and Marvin Hoffenberg. George poor vanauon on 1e ree ac 

ing the plans of the club for the com- C ,, 1 d d 
Smith, Archer Jones, Peter Clogher, rows . ong ea · 

d 
ing term. He recalled the organization Though we haven ' c seen it, we un-

and Charles Putnam were veste as 
winners in wrestling. Richard Maury of the board in the past and com- derstand that if you haven't read it. 

. d' 'd 
1 

mented on the changes which had been The Brt'dge of San Luis Rey might 
was awarded the blazer as m 1v1 ua . d made and which were felt to be for not be too bad. The Capitol through 
champion of the year. having attaine 
the highest total of points. The Ed-
ward Flint Lathrop prize was awarded 
to Thomas Robertson for contributing 
niost to intramural sports during the 
year. This terminated the athletic 

Proceedings for the evening. Other ac-
tivities were then outlined and support 
was urged . Robert Mueller spoke for 
the COLLEGIAN, Thomas Fulton in 
behalf of the Student Co-operative. 
Frank Pumphrey hilariously for the 
Cotillion Board, Mr. Nabokov urged 
participation in music and dramatics, 
and Robert Campbell outlined plans 
for the Yearbook and the art show. 

St. John's Chorus 
The St . John 's College Community 

Chorus will present on Sunday. a week, 
the excerpts from the St. John's pas
sion. The chorus for some time bas 
been . until the formation of the cham-

the good of the college as a whole. 
The social life of the college. it 

seems. when properly and successfully 
carried out , is analogous to the suc-
cessful function of the laboratory. It 
is a laboratory in the social sciences. 
As one of the functions of the labora-
tory is the application of theoretic 
knowledge to material and physical be
ings, the Cotillion Club may be the 

means to a social and political end. 
The board hopes .to announce the 

program for the coming term in writ
ing in the near future. The present 
members of the board besides Mr. Pum-
phrey are: Van Doren , Bird, T ristram 
Campbell. William Harris , Welch, 

Israel. G ilbert. and Stone. 

Arts 
Grasping at straws. and considering 

past policy and success of our self-

tomorrow. but caution. 
Everything at the Republic this 

v1eek should be avoided, except the 
penultimate chapter of Captain Amer
ica, tomorrow. The f,;,ght' ng Seabees 

puts John Wayne. rascal that he is. and 
Susan H?-yward. dear that she · is. into 
the nurse 's corps and Seabees without 
va rying plot or situations. Allan Jones 
deserts the plains for the melodious 
Sing A Jingle. Finally . Ann Miller in 
Hey , Rookie . Dates for these don't 

matter. 
A poltergeist phantasy. The Unin-

vited , will b0 at the Circle and Capitol 
during the week. Reports indicate that 
tbe terror is unmarred by rati~nal ex 
pl nat ions and ma licious scientists. In 
spite of its advertisement as " a love 
that is out of this world." it looks 
promising. (This probably makes the 
second best marquee since a nazi opus 
pushed as "sadism gone mad" ). Ray 
Milland and Ruth Hussey are the in -her music , the only organization in the effacing predecessor, we are somewhat 

college which is practicing and per- awed at the thought of appearing 
forming music. weekly . and in print. We have. how- vited who stayed. 

The past winter, the chorus. under ever. outlined a massive program. a Broadway Rhythm is infested by 

the d irect ion of Nicholas Nabokov. and rationale all-embracing, to treat of Ginny Sims and George Murphy. 
with the ass istance of Mordecai Sheink- I' Art in our time and vicinity. We (The big town has . a big heart. ) Sus
man. bas met twice weekly and sung promise to inject into the COLLEGIAN tained by Lena Horne and Hazel Scott. 
four-part choral music The chorus a puritanical note, an Asiatic austerity, who more are artists and who come in 

consists specifically of members of the and . a lushness. If this is not borne for brief shots. 
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Trivium I acter. The language of Aristotle Now many different signs are neces-
would seem to bear this out . The sar b f h l · Mr. Kieffer's lecture on grammar Y ecause o t e mu titude and dis-

was the finest on the first of the triv- tendency was to the subject-copula- tinction of things, which, as the An

ium that this writer has ever heard at predicate form, as somehow distin- gelic Doctor says, is from God. But 
St. John' s. Essentially speculative in guished from the free and rhetorical use a grammatical form ought also to 

its outlook, it showed nevertheless the of verbs by Plato. pave the way to the other parts of the 
problems facing an actual grammar- As grammar becomes more formal- Trivium. so it must find unity as well . 
ian m his attempts to talk about ized, however, the dialectical distinc- The different ways of talking about 
things, and about ideas. tions become verbal. Thus when we things can be correlated with the 

The first problem to be faced was say that red runs, the form is clear; Trivium; history, oratory and poetry 

that of different languages and hence but we must not forget the highly would be exercises of grammar, rhet 
different grammatical forms. Herc analogous use of an accident as if it oric and dialectic, respectively. The 
were two considerations. A common were a substance. it is the poets who increase of fictional literary devices 
grammar is desirable as a common keep a language a living thing; but may , he suggested, be due to our loss 
basis for understanding. But not, it the philosophers must not be misled of the fundamentals of grammar. But 
w:is clear, the Nazi grammar, nor the by . certain constructions . from consid- he went further; there is, he said, a 
Marxist, nor any other which made ering to what the final reference is. distinction between philosophy and 
men subservient to an ideoloiy. Be- Grammar, strict( y, bas three aspects. literature. The one is from a super
tween anarchy and tyranny l.iy the First comes phonetics, the rule for ior to an inferior ; the other between 
solution . combining arid pronouncing vowels equals. We like to wonder whether 

Now gramm.tr is ne:essary to dia- and syllables. Then the syllables com- this distinction would have been made 

lectic, but dialectical principles are bine into words. This could be the by Plato. 
necessary to the establishment of a end. Certain primitive peoples have Finally, we find at the end of the 
good grammar. In the "Cratylus" apparently nothing but words in their lecture a restatement of what appears 
Plato calls grammar the art of making grammar. All Western languages, to us rather to be to the lecturer al
symbols under the direction of dia- however, have gone further and <level- most a matter of faith. The super
lectic. But since it is presupposed be- oped syntax. Here the words are iority, that is. of the Platonic lang
fore the dialectic can take place. a significant not only in themselves, but uage to the Aristotelian . It is , to him, 
vicious circle begins to appear; one because a certain form is added. mak- based on a belief in the superior in
which, the lecturer seemed to believe, ing them Parts of Speech, relating to tell igibility of ideas expressed in re
can be only resolved in terms of other words. This is the end of Ia~ional. funct ional terms to those ex
Platonic myth. grammar as itself. All the forms used pressed in the time-honored logical 

What then is this art? The art of ~ n a class room are second impos ition al; Aristotelian form. He does not deny 

the making and use-si distinguantut -vbat they refer to lies outside the field the gain in clarity of analysis ; 1t can 

-of symbols and of their understand- of grJmmar. best be summed up by a remark of his 
ing. It must then have principles and Mr. Kieffer. however. did not stop in the quest ion period, wh ich we at 
intelligibility. The understanding of here. The very natqre of a word as a least will remember always as almost 
symbols can be in reference to itself, symbol is that it should have both t he revealing the inmosc beliefs of a great 
or to something else. But symbols are first and second intentions . Discourse teacher: " I am perhaps saying that 
not understood by themselves; only is valuable only as leading to recogni- poetry is superior to prose." 
by reference to other symbols can ti on. and this involves always an ele- And if it is , we may be sure that 
there be intelligibility . Thus we must ment of remeniscence. The function Mr. Kieffer. at leasL. would never un
have logos: not a word, but a sig- of grammar is to lead towards and to dertake a demonstration , for to do so 
nificant utterance. A word cannot be assist this recognition. With this un- would be to contradict oneself. And 
false . only a statement. A 'statement derstanding its scope broadens. There only Mr. Adler has that privilege. 

in the purest sense links a subject to a appears a grammar of science, of re- H . T. W. 

predicate. This it would seem is only ligion , and of politics. It may be, for 
possible as an indication of how things example. that modern day science needs 
are. or rather as how relations between a · better grammar; one which would 
things are. concern itself with significations 

April, April , 

Perhaps the Categories of Aristotle rather than with signs. Other exam-
depend on relations between things. pies are legion of the necessity for a Laugh thy girlish laughter 
If this is so, we have a basis for a better re!ation of tb.e matter to the I 
grammar essentially logical in char- form in the arts Jnd sciences. 
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War Meeting department or an association of col-1· ed; and everybody felt that the United 
leges and universities. We will need a States was a very backward country. 

Last Sunday night, Mr. Buchanan special type of teacher, the only kind 1 In the words of Mr. Barr. corrected in 
talked on a "typically. radically, and deserving of the designation; men de- I matter but not in spirit by Mr. Klein. 
exclusively modern" topic ; "Adult voted to truth. transmitters of tradi- ''the United States is the only civilized 
Education, the Principle of the Repub- tions'. with high ethical standards, and I nation on earth without a ministry of 

lie." The title is an adaptation from e~peCially that, charity of sharing the I education." 
Montesquieu's "Spirit of Laws," richness of ones self. Who is the au- K. E. 
where government (so I am told) is thority to choose materials is a power-

Social 
defined in nature and principle. In fol question. The present St. John's 
such a scheme, the nature of a repub- curriculum, which has "Inspiration, 
lie is defined as the many ruling them- Knowledge, and the Laws as its forms, 
~elves; the principle, according to Mr. and Man, the World, and God as its Sunday afternoon brings the first of 
Buchanan is universal education of content," will have to suffice. We will the Cotillion Club's events for this 

every kind, all over the world and ex- also need money, which raises a host 
tending through the whole span of life. of other problems. 
The emphasis of government .becomes Th' 1s is a rough outline of a plan to 
the medium and instrument of intelli- fulfill the Republic. It is painful to 
gence, not the exercise of a 5 1 o/o ma- see how little there is to start from. 
jority. Stated another way, the Th · ere 1s no sort of over-all organiza-
theory of angels constitutes the perfect tion at present. Educational institu
Republic, where learning ceases because · t10ns are spread like varieties of poly-

term. It appears that there are quite 
a few things in store for turning the 
social life of a St. Johnnie into a much 
more colorful and exciting affair. 

Open house is devoted mainly toward 
meeting local girls, and banishing that 
prevelant feeling. It is also a matter 
of facing the opposite sex or eating sup
per elsewhere, the food being served in 
the coffee shop. In the words of the 

everything is known by everybody. wogs in different parts of a marsh. and 
On the terrestial plane, education is the all of them cry and blow air bubbles in 
medium of most nearly approximating the spring. The teacher of today is a' Cotillion Board's chairman, "It is a 
such a state. This statement of the specialist with a Ph.D., who works in plan to banish the frigidness of half 
relation of government and the train- a closeted laboratory with the aid and the student body by means of psy

ing of men is neither a novel nor a encouragement of the President of the chology." 

revolutionary theory. In a perverted University. The curricula are chaotic On the twenty-second comes the 
sense it is recognized and put into and diverse; greed. and a spirit of movie-square dance. Those who have 
(mis) use by those governments based "after I've slaved through to my de
on war and violence rather than dis- gree. I will never open a serious book 
cuss10n (ideally)· and cloak-room again," is prevalent. This usual in
conference (actually)· The Hitler gov- oculation against future learning is 
ernment. for example. approached the sufficient to deny colleges their raison 
problem with energy and malice while d'etre. We have established compul
we doted in sullenness and irresponsi- sory education up to sixteen. a most 

bility. extraordinary thing to do. In prac-

The "world wide" part of this tice that means everybody learns a lit

statement is important. If we have tie. arid very few learn very much. 
learned anything about politics through Our way m st be to increase and im
the present world catastrophy, it lies prove that little, making our task a 
in the fact that the fundamental differ- difficult one, indeed. 

ences in principles of governnent are TJle question period was concerned 
not the "internal concern" of the na- with ways and means, for everybody 
tion involved. A "better" as well as had apparently been persuaded in the 
a "worst" government elsewhere is a principle and desirability of this great 
danger. Once there was a world gov
ernment based on a common principle, 
the Pax Romanum, which was super
seded by the Church of Rome whose 

example of what government by rea
son might be. Mr. Klein proposed to 
complete the square of the federal 
branches by the creation of an Educa

remnants ace still the reminder of such tional Board. analogous to the Su

attended the previous movie-dances are 
familiar ,with the overwhelming cold
ness of the gym. the scarcity of dates. 
and the individual parties. The Square 
Dance is to be 'quite different. Every
body will dance, and while dancing 
will meet many others . Thus the 
above malefactors disappear. More 
Cotillion psychology! On the thir
tieth comes an Art Show and a second 
Open House, differing from the ocher 
in that the girls will be from Goucher 
College and the Maryland Art Insti
tute. The purpose is the same. An 
outdoor informal is staged for the 
thirteenth of April , being exactly what 
its name implies. dancing under the 
stars. The last bow for the term is 
to be the May Formal on the twenty
seventb-nothing new, but it is plan
ned to have the same band from the 
last formal to help put it over. 

a scheme. But for practical purposes if 
we are to re-establish such an order 

preme Court in composition, which The program is expected to be a suc
would constitute responsible and cess but of course it depends on the 

we must carry thro"ugh a· "revolution." dt"gn1"fied leadersh1'p. Th C I 0 d d ' · I h e . . . an stu ents cooperation. t seems t at 

Our God shall be the Intelligence the State Education Boards were dis- this has been the Board's greatest set

which will be distributed among the missed· the latter with some hope for back. a lack of cooperation. Co
m any (preferably by the John Does, their regeneration. The English operation means merely interest in, an 
B.A .. St . John's). We will need or- Workers' Education Projects and the attendance, and an effort to make the 

ganization, either through a federal Danish School System were commend- dances a success. 
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Backcampus 
Policies of the college have been 

questioned in the past. Among them 
is the policy of keeping our· equipment 
and playing fields to ourselves. Some 

to present some doubt as to the rea
son why; or how the athletic staff in
tends to introduce the game. The why 
of it is fairly simple. As was pointed 
out at the athletic dinner, the spring 
and summer terms are soft ball terms. 

individuals have considered this unrea- But is a community of this type one 
sonable; it has been said that "town sport would get rather tiresome after 
boys" should have the use of our facili- six consecutive months. 

ties when they are not being used by The participation so far has been 
the members of the college. The Ad- fairly good, although people feel a lit
ministration's policy is dictated by two tie bashful because they don't know 
reasons. In the first place, because of what a lacrosse stick looks like. This 
a scarcity of equipment, . our supply should be no obstacle for it has been 
must be made to last for an indefinite shown that the sport may be readily 
period. This period would be dras- picked up with a little practice. No 
tically reduced if we shared our equip- one need think that he has to be, or is 
ment with outsiders. This holds true expected to become an expert during 

as to the use of the playing fields. the week of practice which remains. 
These questions are not new. In this As a matter of fact, those who have 
connection, the column is blunt: we been out, have become familiar with 
hold with the administration, that cer- the game so fast . that the athletic staff 
tain elements, known or unknown; 
the town boys as we have termed them. 
cannot be trusted with the unregulated 
and unrestricted use of our common 
property. This has been born out in 
the past by numerous thefts. The 
tendency has been to overlook these 
facts. But an impractical and disor
ganized charity can be fatal. Last 
Saturday night, this problem was 
brought home in a disastrous way 
whten the gym was broken into, and 
more than one hundred -fifty dollars 
worth of equipment taken. Again, in 
the very near past, a certain group of 
boys wandered down to the gym one 
Saturday mor~ing. They were invited 
to join in a basketball scrimmage with 
four members of the college. A sense 
of responsibility was lacking on th~ 

part of our undergraduates and our 
neighbors were allowed to remain in 
the gym unobserved. When stock was 
taken. all equipment on the floor itself, 
had been removed; and many of the 
lockers had been looted. But we could 

has drawn up a regular competitive, 
beginning Monday. 

Coaching is available for those who 
desire it. The school has efficient 
student coaches, who will willingly 
part with their skill and information. 

The athletic staff feels that if la-
crosse is restored on a regular inter
mural basis, a big step will have been 
accomplished towards a better recre
ational schedule. 

T. R. ~ P. W. 

The Vicious Circle 
The meeting opened with an an

nouncement by Mr. Buchanan con
cerning the Medical Aptitude Test, to 
be given on Friday, April 28, at 3 :00 
P. M. Mr. Buchanan spent his time 
stressing the importance of the test to 
persons desiring to go on in the chosen 
profession, and the advisability of 
younger students taking the test. 

Mr. Smith then took the rostrum 

Employment Cooperative. His talk 
consisted of a reading of the charter of 
the Student Employment, and a con
tinuation of the explanation given at 
the Athletic Dinner. 

He pointed out how the college de
pends on the Student Employment, and 
how the Student Employment depends 
on the college. This brought up the 
question of the advisability of an em
ployment agency such as this, when it 
might interfere with the academic side 
of college life. Perhaps, with a little 
experience, Mr. Fulton would find that 
often the opposite is true, when stud
ies interfere with the Student Employ
ment. The function of the agency, 
aside from its purpose of training in 
the cooperative movement, is to make 
money, primarily. The student should 
not let Mr. Fulton ' s interesting and in
telligent theorizing on the Student Co
operative make him lose sight of this 
vital and all-important function of re
newing the weekly budget. 

The members of the college, es
pecially the freshmen, should take it 
upon themselves to get into this thing. 
if it is at all possible. A wide variety 
of interesting, entertaining, and in
structive jobs await the newcomer to 
the Student Employment. Although 
Mr. Fulton did not stress this aspect 
of the agency. a short talk with the 
managers, Bob Weiss and Dick Jarii.i
son, will fully bring out the practical 
side of the agency. 

G. M. V. 

Boat Club 
At the athletic dinner Mr. Plunder, 

the director of the manual arts at St. 
John's outlined the purpose and plan 
of the woodworking shops. Closely 
connected with these i.; the Boat Club 

go on and on. Let this be sufficient as and enlarged upon the cent! 1· t d re Y ts e which functions as a free and efficient 
a warning to the members of the en- dormitory rules. concerning the use of organization for these members of the 
tire college. to protect their property; the social rooms. Mixed parties in so- college that sail, and for those who 
in some cases irreplacible property. cial rooms must have a chaperon and wish to learn to sail. Two arts which 
Keep outsiders out. permission from the Assistant to the 

As the college community already President, Mr. Hammond. Stag par-
knows. lacrosse is being revived here ties must have the permission of Mr. 

on the St. John's backcampus. The Smith. 

game is, or was, completely foreign to For the remainder of the meeting, 
those of us who did not live in Balti- Tom Fulton, the college's leading ex
more. This fact has been the main ponent of the Cooperative movement, 
problem in bringing the game back. spoke on the functions, aims. and re
The problem itself is large enough as lationships of the St. John's Student 

are not only useful. but above all 
lucrative and pleasurable. are sailing 
and woodworking. A boat is made of 
wood. and boat building is one of the 
highest and most rewarding forms of 
craftsmanship. Mr. Plunder offers in 
struction and aid in sailing and the 
nautical crafts to tho:;e wbo are inter

ested. 
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Arts I ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE 
This week we are prepared to meet 

all comers in open debate on the State Friday, April 14: 
House lawn ; our thesis will be. "how 3 :00-5 :00 P . M. 
many starlets can be impaled on the 3 :00-5 :00 P. M . 
point of a pin?" And this is all be- 7 :00 P . M. 
cause of the plethora of musicals 8 : 0 0 P. M . 
brought to our colonial town, appear-
ing to ease the icy gales of Spring. 
Hot on the gay heels of Broadway 

Rhythm, comes a period piece, Shine Saturday' April 15: 
On, Harvest Moon. Dennis Morgan 10:30 A. M.-12:00 M . 
and Ann Sheridan and, happily. Jack 
Carson, have been put in this. Such Sunday, April 16: 
frivolity make us cringe. It will run 4 :00 P. M. 

the gamut of emotions from Circle to 

Capitol for most of the week. 

About The Sullivans, which follows 
at the Circle, something can be said 
only with difficulty. Hollywood's not 
unusual cheap capitalization on morbid 
sentiment is evident. We dare say that 
in fact the Sullivans were not the 
standard types they are made to ap
pear as in the film . Again, an effort 
at simplicity has been botched up and 
turned into false pathos. 

The subtlest murders for a long 
time can be found in Phantom Lady, 
star~ing Sunday at the Republic. 
Hop-heads , frightened gunmen. and a 
clever killer who is unseen for the first 
half of the picture. For some time, 
we have been waiting for a film to 
compare with Night Must Fall , but the 
journals have anticipated us. Fran
chot Tone and Ella Raines, retiring to 

the Capitol Wednesday . 

Grace McDonald, She's For Me, at 
the same place Wednesday; and for all 
we care. you can have them. Friday 
will arrive. and with it Lon Chaney in 
Weird Woman. She might turn out 
to be an animal of some sort ; anyway. 
it makes our blood run lukewarm. A 
new serial begins then , and for four 
months you can be tantalized by ar
son . murder, battery, and varieties of 
unique vice. This promises to be the 
most sustained performance since The 
Perils of Pauline. Captain America 
gives up the ghost first. 

THE ST. JOHN'S COLLEGIAN, is the 
official news organ of St. Johns Col
lege published every Friday during 
the ~cademic year. Entered as second 
class matter October 15, 1919, at the 
Post Office at Annapolis, Maryland, 
under the Act of March 3, 1879. 

5: 15 P. M. 

8 :00 P. M. 

Monday, April 17: 
3 :00-5 :00 P . M. 
3 :00-5 :GIO P. M. 
5 :00 P. M. 

7:00 P. M. 

Tuesday, April 18: 
3 :00-5 :00 P . M. 
3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
7 :00-8 :00 P. M. 
8:00 P. M. 

Wednesday, April 19: 
3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
7 :00-8 :00 P. M. 
7 :30 P. M. 
8:00 P. M. 

Thursday, April 20: 
3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
7: 30 P. M. 

Friday, April 21: 
3 :00-5 :00 P. M. 
3 :00-5 :00 P . M . 
7 :00 P. M. 
8 :00 P. M. 

SJturday, April 22: 
10:30 A. M.-12:00 M . 

8:30 P. M. 

CALENDAR 
Fri. , Apr. 14-Sat., Apr. 22, 1944 

Athletics 
Recorded Concert 
Chorus Rehearsal 

Formal Lecture-
T hucydides-J ohn 
H . Finley, Jr., Har
vard College 

Athletics 

The St. John's Passion 
- The St. John' s 
Community Chorus 

Back Campus 
Book Shop 
Humphreys Hall 
Great Hall 

Back Campus 

St. Anne' s Church 

Open House and Sup- McDowell Base-
per-All members of ment 
the student body in-
vited 

World Federation
Stringfellow Barr 

Athletics 
Records by Request 
Dormitory Managers 

Meeting 
Chorus Rehearsal 

Athletics 
Records by Request 
Bible Class 
Mathematics Club 

Athletics 
Bible Class 
Boat Club Meeting 
Formal Lecture-Psy-

cho-Analysis
Mortimer J. Adler 

Athletics 
Records by Request 
College Meeting 

Athletics 
Recorded Concert 
Chorus Rehearsal 
Formal Lecture-

Rhetoric-String

fellow Barr 

Athletics 
The Film Club Presents 

-All Qu~et on the 
W estecn Front 

Woodward Hall 

Back Campus 
Book Shop 
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Timeo Danaos 
Mr. Finley's lecture on Thucydides 

opened with an outline of the program 
which consisted of three parts: (a) the 
form of Thucydides, (b) bis style, and 

curate observation was only the means power, and seeing the rising force of 
to the end of generalization. Basic- Athens, she made war upon her. The 
ally, his style was one of antithesis , the Periclean policy was to carry on the 
major contrast being the differences be- war in a defensive manner, thereby de
tween 1\thens and Sparta. Woven in- feating the hopes of the Spartans ; but 
to this main theme are many other con- when Athens took the initiative at 

( c) bis subject matter. His introduc- trasts, some moral. some tragic, and Syracuse, her fortunes began to crum
tion to this program was an interest- some political. The tragic contrast hie, resulting finally in the collapse of 
ing parallel, similar to those of Spen- would be the potentiality of Athens, Athens and the Athenian culture. This 
gler. which compared the Hellenic civ- and what she actually realized in the fatal expendition was compared to the 
ilization with that of the Romans. war. The moral and political ones German attack on Russia. 
Both civilizations after having periods could have been in the description of A question was raised in the dis
of decline in the Mycenean and Raven- the strife at Corcyra. Another point cussion period as to the interpretation 
nean ages, respectively, were over- which was mentioned in connection which may be placed on the funeral 
whelmed by the onslaught of hordes with style, was that of the intelligibil- oration in particular, and on the im
of invading barbarians. This on- ity of Thucydides to his contempor- plications of the book, in general. It 
slaught, in both cases, introduced a so- aries. If Pericles had given his funeral was pointed out that the ideal democ
called "dark age." To c~ntinue his oration as Thucydides records it, the racy which is eulogized in the oration 
parallel, be compared the " Illiad" and Athenians would have been bewildered, was not in operation in Athens at 
the "Odessy" to "The Song of Ro- much the same as Shakespeare's con- that. or at any previous, time. Thucy
land" and "Beowulf." In both temporaries were supposedly baffled by did es is thought by some to have been 
groups the author was looking back his speeches in certain plays. The lee- deeply ironical in his account; and in 
upon a glorious past, while be himself turer was inclined to disagree with this the despair and destruction at the de
was living in a " dark age." He view and stated that Thucydides rep- feat of Athens to realize the pathos of 
pointed out the rebirth that both civ- resented the trend in Greek expression, Athens and Sparta, victorious and de
ilizations underwent; the rebirth of the and therefore his version of the fun- feated ; and to take as his hero, Alci
Greek civilization being the "Golden era! oration would have been intelligi- biades. 
Age," and that of the Roman. the ble to Athenians. The historical analogy, which may 
world of these last three hundred years. The third and final part of the lee- be drawn with the ,present, was pre
This rebirth was in both cases marked ture was a summary of the history, >ented; and similarities were described 
by a rise of patriotic or nationalistic done in the light of what was set down between the pa rt icipants in the ancienc 
feeling. The product of this feeling earlier in the lecture, and with an at- and modem wars. Perhaps the irony 
was , in the one case, the city state, and tempt at discovering the political im- which Thucydides discovered in the 
in the other, the national states of to- plications of the various events. The pol itical conditions of h is time may 
day. The comparison was made even main theme of the history is the great- also be found in ours. For are we 
more dearly. since in both cases, the ness and weakness of Athens, the great- "lovers of the beautiful. yet with econ
component parts of these reborn civ- ness being shown by her innovations to om y. " and "we cultivate the mind 
ilizations grouped together and made warfare, and the weakness, by her w ithout loss of manliness"? If we do, 
alliances; the Delian Confederacy, and strategic shortcomings. Foremost then we are certainly the objects of a 
the European alliances. among the Athenian innovations was pathetic name. and of a History ; if 

The style and form qf Thucydides the new type of sea warfare which she not. then we are, .perhaps , unworthy 
were strongly affected by the literary inaugurated. She also introduced the of such an irony. 
developments preceeding him. Since hoplite which was primarily an eco- If we are to have an Alcibiades, the 
early Greece had little or no science, nomic creation. The reason for this lecturer might say, we should hope that 
and a highly unorganized religion, was their value in attacking and re- the inexpressability of our pathos 
compared with today 's, the poets and raining farm land, of which there is so might be lightened a little by our 
poetry held a much higher position little in Greece. The Athenian dis- works. For in the words of Pericles: 

than in any other comparable period cipline was based on a system of grant- " Such was the end of these men ; they 
of history. Consequently, Thucydides, ing_ privileges for meritous service, were worthy of Ath.ens, and the living 
although he was writing prose, imi- thereby increasing daring and initiative need not desire to have a more heroic 
tared poetry a great deal. This poetic among the troops . This was in dir~ct spirit, although they may pray for a 
background also caused Thucydides to contrast to the Spartan system of ng- less fated issue. The value of such a 
generalize his events and happenings. orous barrack life along a conservative I spirit is not to be expressed in words." 
He has often been called the first pattern. As to the war itself; in the 
scientific historian, but actually his ac- beginning. Sparta was the leading M . V. R. 


